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Uudarstandi 13ut it is w.,,,cisely in the political area Alera the obfuscation and the 
lack of 'Failttaill fact wakes projection of the theoretical dangerous. LII,od luck. 
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January 27, 1976 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
Rt. 8 , 
Frederick, Maryland 21701 

.Alter Mr. Weisberg:.. 

The copy of Poet Mortem ariivea yesterday.  

Enclosed Please find my check for $10.75. - The book look 

chock full of information that should help me to better 

seperate the relevant from the not so relevant in the area 

that I have been pursuing. I am afraid however that I'll be 

getting into it at a fairly slow pace for now. Since the 2nd 

week in December, I have been out of work, but next Monday I 

Intend to be a full-time student in a local teacher's college 

and presumedly will be spending alot of time with my school 

books. All things considered, I am going to hold off for a 

while on your suggestion that I also have Whitewash IV. 

About my seriousness concerning the subject, 

my main motivation comes from the fact that I was a member of 

the FPCC in Baltimore, and at the time of the assassination I 

and a number of others here were mildly harassed by the local 

political police. 14y on-going interest in wanting to find the 

real perpetrators stems partly from lingering indignation about 

what happened here, Also, I still think of myself as a political 

person and have thought that a little more political input in the 

matter might be helpful to the people who have been investigating 

the factual aspects. Of course, what I have learned in my brief 

exchange of letters with you 16 that you are attuned to both 



aspects. It remains to be seen if I oan re#4.1y_jfet mygelr tsL 
. 

go very far beyond considering the poAtips,or r it; Imnylage, 

whereas I,ve had free time for the last month and one-half, very 

shortly I'll probably be bogged down in trying-to :get my cregfee. 
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